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of their- theoretical,undbropinniggs as (1) ,behaliorally programed,' (2)
cognitive-discovery, or (3) 3peh claSsroom. ,Outcome p-rofiles are
presented-for academic tests, Conteptnal, problem- solving, and
stleoted'affective measures, and Curricular differences in parentand
teacrer attitudes are also reported. In'addition, the extent -& which
similar models differ, the significance, of site-to-site variationSt L,

-and the analytic isste -involved in "oparing the various"models are
discussed.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY

-Thomas Oetb

.Abt Associates Inc.
55 .Wheeler Street

Cambridge, Mass. 02138

In the presentations which follow, three curricular approaches, one

Cognitive, one Behavioral, .and one Open are presented. ,Each of the ap-

. proaches is'represented by two Follow Through programsrhowever, the parti-

cular Follow Through, programs and the sites involved are not identified by

- name. The letters A through F are used for the identification of programs

and numbers' for sites. The programs are.not identified because the focus ' 4

of this sympdaium is hn the individual curriculum and its particular impAct..

Furthermore, the results presented are based on the Cohort II stream of

Follow Through data which is not the primary focus for impact evaluation.'

The Cohort III stream ,which is currently\ being analyzed s the main. focus

for the evaluation purposes and will be reported on later,this yegi.

In the following presentations, a particular forlatIs followed.

The Presentations begin with a definition bf the curriculaf approach, fol-
.

lowed' by a specification .of the sample in terms of the particular children

and the sites involved, followed.by some data on the reported attitudes and

practices of teachers, and finally an explidation of the impacts of the pro-
...

grams on children is presented in terms.of-norm scores obtained at the end--
---

of third grade and in terms of gains or progress from the beginningtof--kin-
-7-

dergarten to the end of third.;grade.
,

In this-presentation Twill deal with some definitional and inter-

detail concerning 'the.saMple characteristics, the teacher measures

utilized, the child Outc me measures, the analysis s rategy, and a majpr

weakness of the study related to Head Start and pres hool. Let us begin

participated either

ip,the Follow Through program or one of the selected comparison groups in

'the Cohort II stream of the Follow Through evaluation. This, group, began .

With the sample. The children utilized for this stu

' kindergarten in 1970 and completed third grade in 1974', .In general, the

Folloi%r Through 'children are,sUbstantially_below the national population on

many socioeconomic status characteristics. The, median income of the-national



population in 1970 was $9500, while family median income in Follow Through

was only $4400. This-large income difference between the,Follow Through

children and the national population suggests that the Follow Through pro-

gra6Cas successful in recruiting a poverty level sample of pupils. Other

.characteristics of the sample substantiate this general disadvantage.

Bighty-one percent of the FT children participated in one or another pre-

school, whereas only nine percent of kindergarten children in ',the national

population in 1970 participated in preschool. The majority of children in

Follow Through (75%4 are Black whereas only 11% of the national population

is Black. Family size in Follow Through averages six whereas thenational

population in 1-9n averaged only 3.5 Thus the Follow Through grclUp appears

to be substantially different Lerom the community at large. /

The Follow Through and comparison groups are not nearly so mis-

matched. The characteristics of the

group are quite similar. The median

overall Follow Through and comparison/ 7

income fOr the Follow Through grotilD,

whereas the median income for the comparison group is-

$5400. Seventy, -five percent of the FT group is Black-And 66% of the com-

parison group,iS Black. A major 4ifference between the groups does, appear

on. preschool: ,Zighty-one Percenf the Follow ThrOugh group graduated_V

fromn4eal- Start or other preSchOOL whereas' only 57% of the comPagngroup
.

! 44 _preschool graduates. =These_ differences suggdst that the Follow Through.

somewhat
----- --

group is omewhat disadVan- taged-relative to the comparison group.---- !

tive t

It mustbe'pc4nted out that:Ole-disadvantage of the FT group rela-
1

the comparison group is highly variable across sites. In some

locales the Follow Through 'group and comparison group are very similar

whereas in others the compariscin_group h40,a Substaptial socioetphomic ad-
:

vantage. The degree to"which the Follow Through and comparison group arel

comparable has some obvious implications in.tit different groups present

different problems, not only in terms of the social and, educational'ProbeliA

with which the programs must deal but also in terms of analy§is.problems

related to estimating the progress that the children have:achieved over the

fouryear period of participation in Follow Thiough. Furthermore, the

'likelihood that the comparison children participated in some other mpensa-__

tort' program probably varies among sites. This lack of compirabiy will
,t

be Considered be4:ow:when the analytic strategy is described. /

2
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Let us now turn to the teacher measures that are utilized.

teacher data reported here deal exclusively with-third grade teac
. -:s.,,_ /

tionnaires, again from tneho.&,I.I grouti._ We. make use ,6f f
-.....

__ _ -- ---,

or clusters which attempt to erieracperize the learning,Jen
......---

ques-

dimensions

children and may serve as proxy ;A.riables for orpa implementation. ,g.ibie0. r'd

clusters include: 1) teach
051,71.1rnk

100"
- .k

....

.the classroomlis cbri red by.a,

bility, that is, the degreeJETZnh the childre

exercise freedom of 'choice; 3) individualizati_p of 4D

degree of emphasis on small group instruction; 4) aca

emphasis, that is, the degree,to which teachers emphasize basic skills reth
P '

than socio-emotional develooment, and, finally, 5) teacher/satisfaction with

the sponsor's nr7 ogram, that is, the degrees of the'Follow Through teacher's

liking far and, assessment of the usefulness of the sponsor°,s program. These

dimensions were developed from the Pearsoe&relation Matrix of items from
x

the teacher questionnaire. The correlations were submitted to a cluster

analysis using ai average linkage betvieen merged groups to identify the di-

mensiOns or clusters. 'The methods of reciprocal averages was then employed

to develop item Weights for eabh item response in each of the cluster vari-

ables. The internal consistency of the scales was assessed and they were

found to have adequate reliability. Finally, the cluster scores were sten-

dardized.across the Follsm-Through and comparison group teachers using a

mean equal to 50 and a standard deviation equal 1r6 16. Note, that these data

are being used to get a sense of program implementation within a site. The

different curricular approaches, Behavioral, Open, and Cognitive, have very

different objectives with regard to the learning environment and hopefully

these five dimensions characterlie the goals and differences.

Please note that Figure 1 shows a T score for each of these teacher

dimensions teacher centeredness, clasroom flexibility, individualization

of instruction, emotional vs academic emphasis, and teacher satisfaction

within the program; a value is shown for each of the sites in which a par-

ticular program is operating. The siltes,are\differentiated by the key at

the top of the Figure. Since the scares have bean etandardized, differences

" between the value for a particular site and the overall average can be di-
,

Jectly interpreted from the table in terms of T score differences.. Our diS-

cussion is restricted to differences that ere equal to or greater than one -'

3



quarter of a standard deviation, that is, 2.5 T score units. All of the

scales are ordered so that higher scores indicate: a higher degree of the

dimension. Thus, a site with a value on teacher centere4pess of c0 may be

more sructur46tthat a: site with an average value of 50:' Thetentative na-

re of these data,must be emphasized. First'of all, the data are based

only.` on third gra chers. Secondl.f, within sit &the number of teachers,
-,

___'_,AsA2Tetimes.44ite low. Zr14 hermore, since the data a based strictly on
.

eacher repoits,and not on independent observation their e'for either,
y

characteriiing the le_g_ynin5 environment of children or as a oxy variable

'for the implementationa'partialbEr peOgram maybe limited.

Let 4s now turn to the child outcome measures.4 -battery Of existing

ardized tests was chosen and modified for the ,national evaluation oUt=

,es. After'careful consideration, this battery was4e1- as a

jbest cTprEnThe.s-o-bereen the needs for accountability and, the difficulty

,gym wring sponsors' diverse-goals, and objectives., These measures allow

comparisons to be made between the..._FiThrough and comparison groups on

the attainment of basic skills- cognitive and coftceptUal skills, and af= ,

fective measures ' including both self-esteem attitude toward school and

learning. The measures include ,the.MeVopalitan ievement Test with its

Spelrinigreading, and Mathematics standard subtests; the Raven's Colou2ed

2rogressive.Matrices, which measure a -child's problem-solving ability
.

'cognitive measure designed to assess the extent to which children take

Visual and perceptual 'tasks; and the Cooper-Smith Inventory, a non

,

oresponsibqity for themselves or attribute th4.ir successes ortfailures to

the operation of .internal or external forces.' -

Let us now turn to thecassessment of the impacts of the curricular

programs. Here we are interested in two questions, 1) "How does the pro-
,' /

gress of Follow Through children compare with that of comparison children ?"

and, 2) "How does the MAT performance of the Follow Through children com-

pare with that of the national'norms group?" Since the Follow Through and

comparison children are non-equivalent groups, that is, since the groups

diffet on a variety of background characteristic's including average achieve-
.

ment level at entry to kindergarten, it is necessary to look at thelprogress

that the children have made during their partiCipation in the Program rather

than compare the raw scores of the treatment and c'oMparison groups, In

order to accomplish this estimation of the, progress and answer. the questIon,

4.



"How does the progress of the FollOw Through child

comparison child?" a, regression mode was developed for each outcome. which
4

pare with that Of the

utilized only comparison children.
*

test score on the Wide Range Achievement Test at

eiregression7imodel involved the pre-'

ntry to kindergarten,

faMily income, occupation, ethnic membership`) s , age at entry to kinder-'

gartin, firSt 4..ancruage of the child, and a vari ty of other interactions.

Since the model utilized only comparison childrren, it essentially describes

n background' charapteristics

12, the model,yieidS a preslicted

ents :that make-up tke model
L'

1

d factor andr the Oetest tq'post:-

d. This*mOdel that is the ,set,

progress for that groaR; that 'is, given cert

and a particular WRAT score at entry 'tp

posttest SCOre for' eadchiid. ,The:coeffiC
ate,' .

indicate the contribution of. each backgrou

test ,leV'el for the average comparison chi
. ,

coefficients was then applied to the Follow Through group,: The application'
, ',; '.

of the model to the FT group yieldetha predicted score for each.child
,

that is, the score that the Follow_Tbrogh child would have received if he:'
,,-) . t 4

had participated it the comparison group experience. The impact of the._.
, - ,%-. 'discrepancy ----It; 4 ,

tment is assessed by exploring"-the between eaudiated- -. v,
. -

\score and tual scdre that the ch"la obtained: The subtraction' "elds, )

an effect: a posit ve effict if the program has had a favorimpect) an
\ .

,;--
tne-child's score i

that is not statistic

h'4gher than expected;,a zero effect, that is, an effect

y different fPom zero if the. FolloWThrough child

has achieved or progres ed as much.in theaFollowThrough experience as he

would have been expected to achieve in the nonnFollowThrough exPeriencel.

and.a negative effect if the child h+ aft observed score which is.les than'.

his predicted score, suggesting that the child might have performed Atter

had he been in the comparison classroom bather than in the Follow ThroUgh

classroom. These effects-are shown in Table 1 for each of the' outcome

areas. In the table, differences between TolloW Through and non-Follo

Through are expressed in standard de .cation dni:ts. Thus a difference of''

-.44 indicates nearly one -half a standard deviation difference faVoring,

'11

nonrFollout Through.. We restrict our iscUssion to effects which are both

statistically different from zero and which are also as large aeond-
,

quarter of a standard de4iiatiOn which is baSically an'arbitrary criterion

ass a device to understand the educati 71.significance,of a,difference
44 t

between groups. That is, some diff ere ces which may be statistically sig-
,

nificant are not in fact of any educaE °nal consequence, and One-quarter
t.
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of a standard deviation diffeience provides at least' a face Valid criterion
. ,for 'educational significance.

The comparison-of_the Follow Through groups within a particular site

with this overall comparison model has several advantages. First,the re-
,

....gression coefficients, developed using only the comparisbn children, are

not affected by the treatment. If a Follow. Through. program produced greater
1

or smaller gains in some subgroup of-the children with which the prbgtam

was dealing,.for example, if children v th higher achievement scores /n

Follow Thr&ugh gained more, and if the coefficient were develo3ed as for ,an

analysis of covariance using all children, the coefficient representing the

contribution of abackgroUnd measure to the outcome measnrewould be biased

by treatment. A second advantage of the use of 4e overall comparison model

is that it provides common comparison for all programt and for all

The second method, of assessing the impact of the program is found'

in the assessment of the norm scores of the children at the end of third

grade' 'Although it is difficult or impossibleto attribute to a. program
,

the normative status of a group at the'end of third grade,.it is certainli,

-snot expected that thee groups would be performing at or near grade level

since the majority of children are "disadvantaged.1! Furthermore, the legal

definition of educational disadvantage includes a, criterion concerning 'the
,t

performance of children'in terms of grade level.* The legal definitionof

disadvantage defines students whOare performing one or more years behind

the expected grade level as educetionally disadvantaged. This then provides

a natural griterion for exploring the status of groups at the end of third

grade, Groups where the'median score is at or near grade level cannot be

construed As disadvantAged, at least not legally, and therefore programs or
N

.sites in which yle inedian score is close to grade level can be construed as

succetsful,' The grade levelperformance of the children-in each of,t.he'

sites associated', with the program are.shown in Charts such as Figure 3.

The figures show the median grade level for MAT Reading, Math,. and Spelling

for each site and the percentile.of the median.

\.; You may ask,'"Why are thete people proposing the use of grade,

equivalent scores which have been in disrepute for a long time in thefiel4
A

.

'

'ft

Section 17a of.General Provisions Act as 'amended by public law.
4

.
93-308 defines educational disadvantage as-achievement which is one ormore

behind that expected at the approP#ate graderever:

6
tr
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5' 4

1%,

, ,

.
e , 't , . . -.*, ., .

of educatiOnal evaluation?" This is indeed .a,, legitimate questionf.since the

opportunity to attribute the level of performance of the chiidienW.Ithin a it
.

i ) '4
-given group is miniMal:or.absent wheri only gfhde'eqtivalent'scores at the-

:._-- ,-.

end GI' third grade are available. Stlir, these cores have faceyalidity,,
,,

4, ,h^. s i* ; ,
in terms of their use in'schools Teachertt not, ll, but some, utilize "form

I

'''''

. scores to make judgments about the asSignment of children to special pro-
----1

.
.

---, grams. Furthermore, norm Scores are often used .i:i communicate a child's

a

,status and to parents. The tatement that TromMys reAding a

grade level ahead' or behind" has great significance for Tommy,A-as parents,

and his teacher. Furthermore, we probably all agree that the preferred
$ 44%

&estimate of program impct, that is,- the 4stjziate:16ich--is pro-

vided by comparing the observed and,predicedatOres of the children at' the

end of third.grade is also suspect and subject to a variety of criticisms.
.

The ma orityof these criticisms suggest that regression approaches Under-

estimate'- -atment effects. That, is, they show no, effect on occasion, or,

negative
e--

effec when, in fact the program has had a favorable impqct.'It

beyond the scope of this presentation to go into these problems indetaii;,''

however, it would appear that both grade equiValents and regression-esti-
:

Mates Of progress have &variety off distinct advantages angldisadvantages.
-

It makei--Sense to capitalize on the Inkormation,available and combine,' ,

"these two iniorMaion 'sources about programs and the status of,phildren and,'

define a favorable 4Ogrant.impact in a somewhat unorthodox lwayi.., 'Basically,

a favorable program'impact,can be defined either as greater progtes in ;

Follow Through than expected4or as progress in Follow ThrougfiowhiCh is no

less than expected, paired with perkormance.on the horm'S which are.ht or '

near-gradelevel. Thii definition of program impact.is utilized intthe
,

.

"'fallowing pre-SeriOtt-6ns.
,, ., tr

''''' --7,-----.

- . ..

Let us now -tUrn Ito some of the limitations of ,this stii, and ,o4,,,.. the'

'-,,,

.
data to be preselked,in'this9ymposium. Indeed, we',Culd'devot the entire.- ',

,..,
I n

'-,, , ' , .P. , ..,i,

symposium to an exploration.of the limitations of the Follow Through evalua-
%.

tion.)" There'are various,design.constraintt, aspecti'df4the,theasgremQnt:.

-.- a,
.

battery, implementatitn issues, attrition issues,. nalysis i end
. ,

others which we could consider in detail. However, one major

seems to stand out among the problems. This is the issue of Head t'and.

preschool, and the possible consequence of ndt utilizing thisa2spe t`

children's background im the model of scores.. First of all, I-must point-,

c.

7
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, 4
at this aspect of the n' s background 'was ot selectively ig-

red.' The -Variable was not utilized' part because it is

ded with site and Follow Through. In some sites -95%

Throe, ildren may have preschool or Head.,,Start experience

the C-Crimpari.roup;-t us,. this var a

ab,16 : Furtherm-Ors,

to whether a ateA:1

cases. Since Follow- Througl

the absence of this variable is tinfOrtu

severely' con -,

the Follow
. .1 .

s Only -3p% of

ble doe's not make "for ueful covaii-
\

tion at that is; infotma:tion°
N ',t

RO1 -A 'intolerably high in Maily

ea'As follow through on Head,Start,

ntae -Further pore, since preschOtk

They affect the pretest score, the Wide Rang-e Achievement Test, at entry ,to

ndergarten, may further bias against the finding of treatment eft cts Since

there_geneally appears to be more preschool graduates in Follow Torte b

.

*ACr

c1
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COGNITIVE -DISPpVERY CURRICULAR MODELS IN PROJECT FOLi,OW'THROUGH

John C..LarFon, Ph.C.
.0

.
Abt Associates Inc.
55 Wheeler Street .

Cambridge,' Mass, 02138

,

. q
:

. N . 4, t'
Overview' of the'Cognitivo-Developmental Models, - , .

. , . .

1.
. .r 7,

TWo. ,of the major curricUlarttodelS'in ProOct Follow Through exem-
\ , 7

plify a form, of thecognitive7aiscwery approach to early' education.' They
r ,

,

seek to,stiMulate the thila's basic cognitive abilities and problem- solving

,;'' skills at the foundation for later academic achievement. Iri addition, they
. . ,

.!, attempt to enharice the child's Belk- esteem and feelings of competence :in

support'of the child's curiosity, self-initiated exploration of tht learning

environment and self-monitoring strategies for solving problems. The
=

sp.
, -t

onsor` of both these mOdels see active parent involvement in the child's

,learAIng at home and- in' Class as-an essential component in the child's

adjustment to the "school and td-learning in general.

'While both approaches focus on:the childq development of problem-

solving, skills, Sponsor Fke.Mphasizes learning experiences structured around

, a theoretical framework of, cild.developmeht in ciassification, seriation,

and spatial and temporal relations, while,Sponsor B emphasizes a more open
r

'.,

responsiveness%.to a rahgerof child -- directed learning interests. Both

sponsors stimulate Self-initiated and self-mbnitored learning activities
tr

in chiren,, but Sponsor A stresses the child's prior' planning and follow-

up more, than does 6ponsor B. SponsokoB suPports self-confidence by more

consciously stressing tUtuarrespect,for subcultural differences and !

responding to the,chiiii's'oual range of interests. Sponsor A -

supports self-esteem by-More directly encouraging-self-expression of

thoughts, planS and;learning'experiencespin the written language.: The

approaCh-of these splonsors'differs from the 'Behavioral epproach in their

different concepts of child development d in their lack of specific .

emphasis on academic skills. While their objectives are similar in many

reSp4cts to the,Psychodynamic apprOach, their'relativelyireater emphasis

on problem- solving, skills over socid7Amotional and interpersontl skills_

differentiates, their front the hatter. ,

1

. 11.

9
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Sample o

the sites for the analysis of Sponsor A ,include two large' cities
...

,.
..'

'and a southern comOunitY.% The children in` these three site come from some
. . ,

of the most economically disadvantaged f ilies in the total Follow Through .

,,I,'
4

sample. With a mean,annUaI iiicOM$ of $37 , these sites reported some of
. -

the lowest incbme levels and highest propo tions'of'single-parent families.
,,-

Their kindergarten entry scores were ,among t lowest in the total'aryalytic ,

sampl . Fewer than .'half of the mothers' had com eted high school.'

The sites included lq:itheAalYsis oi Sponsor d generally higher
. .

.. .

levels of 'annual incofie.Orith a mean of 5756) than those d in most
. ,,,. .

,

other Follow Thro gh 'Sites. ,A greater prOportion' of mothers at e sites
1.

had complew high sahool thanwas true for the Follow Through average, and

the children ored'higher Ism cademic tests at kindergwten entry 'than the
.

,

mean of. the overall aly;ic sam le. hus; the environmental circumstances
,

in 'Which this sponsor iMpleMented the.program were not so educatiOnally
t

rhandicapp,ing ag,those of'Spons A. .
v .

(Teacher RePo, rt'S'as Indicators .of PrograMImplementation

.

, The-data in Figures-1,,and 20illustraA the extent to which the
..,

teachers in the'separate Sites of thesePrograms Characterized their class-

:rOoMs as: I) Child7centered Vs teacher-centered; 2) FleXibly structuredChild -centered..,

, .

Individualized 1
,

1./s-iriflexibly structured; 3) 4vs group oriented; 4) Socio-

emotionaL vs academically oriented; and 5) Teacher's satisfaCtion with the
I

model:

These data liggest that the .cognitive- developmental models generally

succeeded in impleimenting a child-centered, flexib dividually-oriented

curriculdm with.a relatively greater emphasis on soC ctional than aca-

demic objectives. Although Sponsor A has only three sits in uded'in the

analysiS, its classrooms 'scored consistently in the same direction on all4

of the teacher reports. This uniformity of teacher reports, found in no

other sponsor discussed in this symposium, suggests that Sponsor A had

well-integated training program with respect to the dimensions reported

here. For Sponsor B the sites, were unanimously more childcentered.and

individualized than 'the average of all teachers in the analytic.ample.

,There was, howeve evidenc'eof site variability in the Emotional-Adademic

Teacher Satisfaction, and Flexibility dimensions. Gilt/en the complexity of
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Fig Ure 1

faications of ImplOientation From Teacher. Questionnaire dusters

I)

FT'

KEY

for'Sponsor A
Cognitive Developmenta.Approa'chs

STANDARD SCORES SCALE

Mean: .50 Standard Oiriation: 10
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Y40 I '/40
c
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te.

, ;

the Follow Through mod@li,,..we canilip assume that all meaningful Curricular
.

differences are registered on just,:these dimensions, nor can we assume

that teacher reports directly,_correspond to the levels of implementation

desired ek specified by,spbnsprs. ,These data do indicateyhowever,
u

that characteristics important to a cogniti --debei9 efital approath;
were successfully communicated to the,min

teachers. /
4.

Inte tetation of Curricular

Considering next'

understanding of

eat dn'Child Outcomes' :

child outcomes at ,,the end of third grade

examine curricular" fects from three sets of data: first, the, comparison

of the Follow Through groupsto the ?poled non-Follow Through group;

second, the pontAtt of phe,Follow-Through. groups to national achievement

norms; and finally,the qualitative contrast of curricular effects across
.

,differeti" domains.-

non-Fo

Levels of Curricular Impact,

The data in Figures 3and 4 suggest how the' performance levels of

Ow Through groups differ from those expected of Similar groups in

ow Through., In these figureS the bars extending to the right

of the ce suggest that the Follow Through Site performed at a level

higher than

to the left sug

suggest that the

53,sliel regression model, while bars extending.

converse. In the academic areas, the effects_
11 ^

n inSponsor 4 performed somewhat awer than

, the one which-indicated higher '
!

Spelling, self-esteem,and

the other'two sites, is that

would` be expected. Of the tylree,sites
. 6

than bxpected'levels of performance on

conceptual' problem saving relative to
. '

site. in' which -the teachers also reported higher levels .of satisfaction,
. s , u,':

greater classroom' lexibility, and the least teacher-centeredness. The
.,4

classrbom emphasiS also tende,d to strongly toward the socio-emotional

rather than the academic directiOn.

The academic effegis for SponSor B are somewhat more taxed e'cross

sites than for Sponsor A. 1'o of the seven sites iridicate small-but tow-
,

sistently beter than predicted performance on Math and Reading, while eifour :

Ofthe seven sites indicate pervformance levels slightly to markedly lower

1

13
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Figure 4
Sponsor Effects on Seven Third Grade
Tests, Expressed in Standard Deviati n

Units of Raw Score, For Sponsor,
Cognitive-Development Approach
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r ,

than predicted by thejegression analysis. All sites scored lower than ex-

pected in Spelling. AS was the case for Sponsor A,,,the teachers in the sites
v.

with relatively higher levels of effect tended tee report the highest lev.els

of satisfaction and relatively, high levels of socio-emotional emphasis,.

non-teacher-centeredneSs and' flexibility in,the classroom organization.

Its difficult with these data to draw too Close a correspondence

between levels of teacher, reports and levels-of curricular effects, because

of both imprecision of the measures and lack of consistency between these

domains on the low end of the scores. However, within therenge.of site

variability for both sponsors, the,Most positive academic effects seem to

follow those sites wherein the dynamics of the.cOgnitive-developmental

approaCh are most in evidence.

In the affective domain and conceptual problem-solving test, the

effects of Sponsor A generally parallel those.observed 'in the academic

domain. Two of the three sites tended to perform at lower levels than would

be expected, while the third site tended to perform at'higher leVels than

predicted by the regression equations. In two sites there is sane indica-

tion that where lower academic performance is found, affective spores are

not so low, or where higher than expected academic scores are found, the

affective scores are still higher. For Sponsor B the affective:and problem-

solVing'areas indicate a pattern of site variability similar toithat found -

in thea.oademiq areas. ,As noted abobve, in Sites where children score lower than

expected in academics, they.seein to perform relatively better ox the affective tests

To summarize the comparison of the cognitive-developmental curricula

to the pooled non.-l'ollow Through, the clearest generalization seems to be

site variability. This analysii suggests that while some sitesIshow higher

7A _than expected performance in several areas, most of the sites for this
---

apprdach,tent4 to show performance levels somewhat lowerthan'woUld be.ex-
,

pected'frod'the-regression analysis. There is some evidence to suggest

that reAtiriely higher levels of performlnce appear in those sites report.J-

ing a higher degree of classroom flexibility, child-centeredness and teacher
. .

r, %
, ,' ?.

.% .

satisfaction.
, ,

While the results of the regression analysis provide comparisons of
.

programs to the pooled non-Follow Through group, grade equivalent and
J.

tandardized scores on' the Metropolitan Achievement Tests- in Figures 5 and
a - .

6 prOilde a comparison of the models to another external_ criterion, the .

16



Figure 5
Grade Level Equivalent and Standardized Scores on MAT Subtests

(Reading, Math, and Spelling) with Income Levels for
COHORT II Sites in Sponsor A

Cognitive Developmental Approach
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Figure 6 ,c

Grade Level Equivalents and Standardized Scores on MAT Subtests
(Reading, Math, and Spelling) with Income Levels for

COHORT II Sites in Sponsor B
Cognitive Developmental Approach
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,.. ,

performance,..,_ ) bdrderline grade level performance, and 3)belw grade

evel, perform ce. This order d es not correspond directly with spbnsor
,l.'

, ' ....

.
effects

..

analy is; since the higher- h-expected effect.swere found in

borderline grilde level site. The,data suggestthat.the order of grade
1 cr

correspOdc however, with t of the sites'

I

. It

--10-Q:hesetestt. The. comparisons .just discUssed suggegt

levers
"4/'

of 'progtat impact the_grade equiValer,/scores suggest the

status of the Fo1low Through sites relatista,to e country at- large by the
..

end of the children's tenure- in the program. ,or Sponscir A the academia'

Jstatts,of the tnree-sites can be rank-ordered-as: 1) within grade-level

level perforMance does
/

mean income levelt.

For Sponsor B we find.a similar relationship between grade 1.

performance 'and site mean income. Four of the sites are within the grade -

pert rmance criteiion,-and thre sites-are below grade-level perform-,

lance trite ion. What is the relationship of the'grade equivalence scores

to the pr ram effects discussed above? One hypothesis' would suggest,-,that
,74

program effects are more related to levels of implementation, while grade

equivelen status is related more to income level. As a corollary, it may.

be that sites with'grde equivalence.levels,higherthan that expected from
.

their incame,levels°obtained these-aChievetent levels in pert through a
,

pog tive impact from the
"

sponsor's program.

Qualitative ssessment'of CUrrIculat Impact, .

'AnalliSis7of the_levels of impact forth modelodel seeics.to-
:

,

. answer the quest-fon, ".Flow muchimpact did a curriaulUM.haAre on chjad ou,t-7
.

-- -- - I y,
---, ,

__, - .,,, ..
,

comes?"' An ap opriate answer to this question is best-Ohtained through a

l;'Ltrigorous,eXier enta context, yet the metal ot our experimental logid 'in-

eVitablY Aes m h of its when, subjected to_the pressures and
, . 4

' S
V

strains_of_the real-,:warld environment of teachers and children scattered '

across the entire country.

analyses age gensitiV
. ......

degree of similarity between

In a quasi-experimental setting, the results

a to a-number of circumstances such''.as the

t`he Fo.11,ow, Tilrough and Comparison, groups, the
2 ,

- -absolute& leyel of- tY -,w--ittT3-which- the local!-corgrminity burdened and
,

in 'which the,spons6r, seeks ut chant3e.,...he, specificity -of the
- ,

instructional program to.the teat...20 eahtekt4i1
features of the.community.

. . 6
, 4., - ------- ,

1.1
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.---,, , No,

. '7 k
.

A fuller consideration Of'curriculr impact, however, demands con-t'
.

. ,

Sideration of still another set of factors. Within the constraints Of any

one "site, what "was th quality Of theplogram's impact? Considering the
. -

\-
content area relative to each other, in what ddmains were the program'si. .
effects Most_p?!sitive (or` least negative) compared to thoSe areas which

tended to be the last,to
-

respo'd to the curricular influences? The factOrs

affe -1,1ese issues refet-
- . . ,

__the dynamics of the learning situa ion, or__
the form of edudational exper enpe molded by the program. To what extent

are learning activities, self- itected or t,, eacher controlled? What is the
. .

"---,,, . .

sdope Of-generalizatiOn--end filexibiIityof,applic 'on to whilh the learn-'

ing iS applied
-
Does -the learner acquire self-esteem

''

,

anddiscovering COmpetencies,,t or through following directions well, or by

learning,to enjoy'learning iitself and mutual social support? These issues,

°too,. must'be,examined.in assessing a curricular Program's influence.

ough taking:risks

. ,As a. heutistic apprOach.to this quettion we have rank-ordered',the,

ievelp`of'effCt acrOss'the seven outcomelieasures within each site That,'- "
outcome' which Showed%the;_highest, positive (o least negative) effect.,

regardless of its level,was given the highest rank; and-vice, versa. We

then determined the mean rank foreaph content area across -`the the

, cognitly.e-developmental-:approach. . The_results, idicated"in Table' 1, su9gett

that "for the cognitive- discovery approach, relativelymore'positiveeffects,

were 9btainea ih the ,area ofelf-esteem.i.folach.rednext 1:;3'iripernl/lopils, .

.. .
Of: control and problemriving.' ConvereekY, Math and Spelling"` were the,last

areas to show curricular effects. -Thev,,preeminence of theaffectii4lireas.4.
. itI.!

iover,tpe acaaeiec areas.corresPofias.to*the relatively grtdter teacher

reported on- the factors of child - centered, socio,emotional folus,, and, '

4444dom.
4
ibilitYfor thi$',Curticular"maael..as!d on the ,0a4t of the

.:approach4 however, e-,irbuld have egpeetey6d ee the,Proglem7dolvingYarea

that h is fit st, affebted poeitive1y- -by the 'curri'cuIum.. These
4

i 4. 1 t , , ' , ' ,

,

data suggest that "the%dynm citsof the'ogn&tive-develop*ntal^curAculuin. 1-,

'I, '''N
. . i C y +,,,,

correspond in part with the- aspirati4ns of the model. Further,st4ies .

. ,
,, . , -,

deiigndeSpectifiCalyto examine 's}.},ch dynamics, and 'to determine the relay
.e. k ., ,, . ..

.
, ktionshipof'such learning orientations,to;future school 04ccess must be'

- -... ''t:' 'el
-. .

.

_ cohaucted'in.order to gain,'4, fuller understanding:q th0 ultimate utility,'
.,: c

. e ., , '
t -.. .4 ' k. v

of the'cogni,tive-developmental curriculum in preparing -the gild )for laer,
1 4.4', \ . . V

,,'learning d emana$%.:,i. .- o'b' 't

('''.. ;t1 k , .x., 40
,

. o , . ' to . .

f t ,
e ,:

:w .- ,

n

A "1 : t/ait. 1/
I
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BEHAVIORALLY' STRUCTURED PROGRAM4.IN PRO

Linda B. Stebbins, Ph.9.

Abt AssOCiates, Inc-
55 Wheeler Street .

Cambridge, Ma, 02138

Introduction

Follow, hrough as axeperimental program was' implemented using

CT FOLLOW THROUGH
,

a strategy known as "planned variation." This strategy systematically

introduced a variety of well=defined programs into the kindergarten

through third grade years of public` education in certain school districts:

throughout the:United States. To operationalize the concept of "planned'

-variation
!
" USOE involved educational specialists, each sponsoring a

different educational approach 'in a variety of,pghool dastricts. The

Follow Through program as it was:defined by these matchedpairs of
,`

models and school districts consisted-of two sets of,,-CPOnents: social

service and i/educaton. One spt Of components -- social services, parent,'
,

.

and community participation ,-- - was Mandated in the'original enabling

Congressional legislation. The second component, education, was .the

essence of planned variation. .Thid component was comprised of 'four

F 4

major .types of educational strategies: 4-; .

,

Projects emphaAizing a,,behaviOra1ly,catiuCtUre4 approach
to acqUire 'academic skills, liartidaarly-readin4 and

arithmetic, . . IF 'w

,---
Projects stressing cognitive.thinking,througkaskin4
And answering questions, problem solving, and-creative
writing, , :,

.

, .
. , .

.

.Projects emphasizingocial'.emctional development and,

.
encouraging.exploration and discovery. in.,academic ' .

areas, and
- ,

.'Projects focusing on preparing parents to imprd4e

the eduCation and development of their chil en

(GAO,. 19.75,

V

This,pai*r is designed-t6 explorpWthe measured outcomes of one of these
,

.
.,

educational strategies - -,; the< behaviorally structured 'approach.

23"
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GodIS of the Behtviorally Structured Models

There are two model's which-can be clearly identified as

'prescribing a behaviorally structured appFoack. DraWing upon behaviorist

theories of dhildren's action as an interrelated system of stimuli and
\Ires ses, these two modelshaVe developed curriculum approaches which

fdCuS on the assumption that Children's behavior4s primarily result of

external stimuli. By carefully controlling the external stimul ,these
1 *

models Otte:a to modify the children'S'behamior in- ways which meet the
0

specific goalsof,the program. _Meeting goal is accomplishedby,clearly

defining a series of discrete steps, and working toward'succeSs at,each

step. Praise and, rewards are 'rovided for successful completion of each

step.

There are some specific di es between these two prograMs.'

First, let's label the models Cc-and .distinguish them from tither
k

r'mod s discussed in the symposium) and en examine those differences.

------'----"Pr,,,' Model C's goals focus. on accelerating thOearningof'reading, math,. and

language skills through the use of programmed instrio
. (Non-core

-.,

subjects are generally 'introduced after masterYof baSic skip: usually
-----, ,toward tile end of .third grade.) The model is,operationalized through

1

the use of sponsor7developed, programmed instructional materials in small
t . . .-

homOgeneods groups in sound-controlled booths. The,teachers present a
. . ... , ,

fast-moving .series of.specificAuestionS 'to elicit Verbal Student'

resPonses, Properttudent responses are reinfored and wrong answers

are correoteA,acdOrding to specifg.ad piOcedures. Student groups rotate

by schedul GroU6 instruction .is accompanied by indiVidual, self-
,

directed pr4.ctice 'n workbooks.' "Planned',homework assignments are also
f.'

coordinated with the classroom lesson. Criterion reference tests
, t - i %.

administered to students at frequent atid regular intervals provide

information to the teachers on the' students" progress. 1

Parents participate in the program in several capacities. Some
.

-.

are employed in each classroom on a 'permanent basi8 as teacher aides. t ..

(two per *classroom) and assistants. Others are eMployed as needed and

trained to administer the criterion- referenced pupil progress tests and

operate the videotape equipment torfilm the'teacher at work in the class-
,

room. Still others are employed.ds family workers. , In this capacity,

a;
24



they acquaint parents with-the M del C program, provide specially

developed materials which parents can use at home to supplement classroom

instruction, make available to those parents who so des're a sponsor7

developed programmed course in child _management, encour ge participation

in PAC meetings, and assist In training the classroom a.des and assistants.

In sum, this model is designed to help children achieve

objectives in the basic skil

through the application of b= avio principles to instructional

methodologies,and materials.

quantifiable

orading, arithmetic, and language

,

Like Model C, Model D is highly structured,-derived frOm behavioral
st

psychology, and designed to increase students' reading and arithmetic

skills. In addition, Model D includeS handwriting' end spelling,skil

as core-subjects, and emphasizes the development of social 'skill as well.

Model"D is base d on the premise that the conscious and syst id

use of praise and approval will promote academic and,Behavi al growth
_,

in the indivigual child.. The model is'opgrationalized by, establishing
/ ,--

a ".token economy" within each classrodm. ,Veachers award tokens for

approvilirsoCia l and academic performance. The,dhildren can use these

tokens during an exchange period to purchase actiVities of their. choice,

it", iL__

such as gameS, toyee,booksf etc.`` and praise are distribed

N according to individual rates of progress rather than for group

performance'. Teacher in this, model may choose among,tither sponSor-

developed-or commercial learning materials,.but they are encouraged to

select thOsswhiah Can be adapted to the model., WSing a machine - readable

data form, teachers prepare continuous progress `reports on student's., The
PP4 ,

and.
r _

data i s then computer analyzed n individUel:pkogress prescription

is returneekfithin.a day.

. "
Parents also play an.important role in the Model D dlasSrooms,

Two parents are_trained and placed in each classroom for an eight-week

period t0.teach handur,itirig and spelling, to -do individual tutoring, and
, r

to become knowledgeable-in the use of the Model D techniques. At the

end of the eight weeks, the teaching parents may continue or ndt,as they'
:

choosey Although many parents serve only for" an eight -week session and

Mach only 'in one curriculum' area, some teach a full yeax;,in as many as

'three'curriculum areas. Many eventually become permanent teachers',aides..

(.0 0
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In sum, acquisition o - cademic and 6cial skills are encouraged

tftrough the sySteina c use of positive einforement in the form of

praise and .to
-

I'
Teache'Reports as Indicators ogr Implementation

Determination of wh- t a particular planlzed variation

strategy is effective re clear description the essential

elements; of the duca program d some indication f whether 'or

not implementaVion peen attained In the prec ding action of this

pafer,the oalsifilof models are p esented with expliLnation of the
j

i

1en f the lea g, environment botil. withinithe clissroom and at
I

, ;'ho .1 dentificatioh 'of evidence of implementati n, h is ot i ,

i

readily available. Recognizing that there are nUMerous Condition which'

could 2nfluenceethe implementation the models, it still seems reasonable

that after a minimum of five years operation there should be some

.1indications of implementation of th intended classroom environment which
, I

could be identified from the data i the teacher questiOnnaire. The 1 .

teacher questionnaire is the only m sure which provides us with data

across all sites included in the an lytic sample and does 1.eflect the

\.perceptions 'f teachers who operati alize the models daily in the \'

O
.

lassroom. ile we recognize that these are, data on reported rather
\

,41

,t4n observed practices, we neverth less feel theinformqion is valuable.

:Thus, in and to assess implementation, or some proxy for implementation,
1

.1

we have sele ted specific items from the teacher questionnaire administered

to all 'coIlow Through and non-Follow Through teachers at the end of
1

.
.

third grade.

`Figures 7 and 8 display fLve dimensions of the classroom learning

environment which can serve as proxy Measures of the model's intended

goals; 1 teacher centeredness; flexible classroom; individualization of

instruction; socio-emotional versus academic orientation; and teacher
.' i

satisfaction with the model. Referring specifically, o.Figure:7, Model C

has generally implemented a structured classroom learning environment

as intended; however, there are some notable site variations in the degree

of classroom structure. Site 005 and 081 have clearly implemented highly

structured classroom learning environments whereas Sites 069 and 072

are much less'structured. All sites show below average individualization

2



Figure 7

Indications of Implementation From teacher Questionnaire ClUsters
for Sponsor C

Behaviorally Structured Approach
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of instruction. Three sites, 005, 070; and 081, are very'high in the

degree
4
oe academic emphasis. This appears to indicate that the-desired*

r.

degree of academic aMphasis has not been achieved in at least two sites,

especially 072. Teachers in 'three sites, 005, 072, and 070, repoYt a'

LOW degree of satisfaction with the sponsor. In'summaxy, it appears
. ,s.

that the Model C is fairly well implemented,'exdeptfor site 072, which

is deviant..,

Figure.8 shows that, generally _speaking, MOdel,D has implemented

a structured classroom learning environment as`intended. Model D sites

also show a high degree of individualization of instrudtion which is

consistent With the model. In this'dase, there is considerably more site
1

variationkin.the degree of strudture implemented. Sites 087 and 089 .

_appear to have less structured-programs than other Model 10 sies., Sites!

087 and 089 are'also considerably loWer than others in thedegree of

individualization and academic emphasis. Site 091 appears to have

adopted
a
a more flexible classroom than might have been Expected from the

model's description, With the exception of sites'091 and 089, Model D

teachers expressiless than average satisfaction wish the sponsor;

In summary, both Models C and D appear to be implemented in

most sites.

Samole

The anal ses for Model C are based on data from five sites," .

picluding one large northeastern city and four cities in the midwest.

The FolloW Through. children 'in these .sites are very'similar to-the
,

1

a erage Follow ;hrough chi d with respect te such variables asPpreschool.,

tendancei(89%4-ttended p esdhool), entering pretest 'scores (33 points

on WRAT), Child'Sethnioity (88% Bladk'chi enl,.and family inclme'

($5200/7r.). The same holds true forithe n-Follow Through children
#

included in the analyses of these ,sites. fi'tiat is,- 47% attended' preschool;

children- scored 33 points on WRAT at entry; 80% ate Black children; and

the average family income is $5308 -- all Similar to average fOr NFT

childreriOn general while there is variability across sites, the model
#

average for both FT'and NFT grdups is similar to the r%pective average

for all FolloW Through sites.
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Model D, sampledin six sites, has a considerably lower average

.family income, that is, $3890 with a range between $2075 and $4906. The
,

average for the Follow Through children in Model D's sites,is also about

I

$1000 lower than the average for the non-Follow Through children in these

sites. Other variablei such as pretest scores, percent with, preschool,

and percent of mothers with high

average for all Follow Through sits. , While theFolloS.; Through children

iniModel D's sites tend to ve a lightly higher pretest score in

comparison to the non-Follo4. Through' children, about 20% more of 'these

children ,have
.

preschool expeien

pool education are Similar to the

`-
/

Interpretation ofCurriculk p on Child Outcomes I

v....

11
..

To e)5p3.ore'the qiestiOn Tdo.the models result in impacts either
I

prescribed in their siated'go
, .

. .

andobjectles drAreflected In o

areas measured by the test hat ry?" let,us e two compariSphs
,

da..
,.

t.
1 \ ,

_ ,
\One, a comparison of thelonse dperformanc of th Follow

children with the perrorrnance xected in the absenc of treat4ten
, f

And .two, the comparison of.th. Fb114 Through children with ihe tiona
,

I-
/

I l'\

-,2 ,
T

an AchievemenLTest. ' ,( . .. , . ,

etweerl obserVid and predicted/ scores for
,

P
;

.

/

aLed by the pooled comparison analysis),

norms ,g.t6up for the Me rG pol
)

40 Using the dif erence

Fallow Through childr (rev
I

cansbecate4Oriied inethree way: -1)

17

better than would beprediAed,without the p

pekformed.aS Wouldtbe predicted; 3)-

,less well than wo//ulc be predicted. AS Figures
I .

ThrObghi performed

gram; 2,) Follow Thrdugh;

low Through performed '.

9 and 10 Show, theSe

categories are dis nguished.in terms of standard deviation'tnits

follOws: 1) if Fol ow Through performs at plus a quarter of astandard
. .

deviation unit better than non-Follow Thtough, then we may say Folios./

.Through performed better than would be predicted without treatment;

'2) if the number is negative and greater than .25, we say Follow Through

Iperforms less will, than would be predicted without the program.

First, let us examine the area of basic skills,.as measured by

the Peading, Math; and spelling outcomes.. Lookingat Figures 9 and 10

it can be seen that there is considerable variability both across the

sites withih each model and within, each site across outcomes. Both

3i
30



Figure 9' .

-Sponsor Effects On Seven Third Grade
Tests, Expressed in Standard Deviatinn`
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models hare two sites which appear to perform better than would be

expected without treatment on MAT Total Reading. Model C has one site

and Model D two sites that are performing less well than would,be

expected in Reading. In Math, Models C and D alSo have one and two

sites, respectively, performing less well than expected. With the

exception of one site in Model D, all of the sites included in the

behaviorally structured analyses perform less well in Spelling than

would be expected without treatment.

In the cognitive-conteptual domain, the Raven's Coloured progressive

Matrices, a test of problem-solving ability, only one site in Model C

perfo better than expected.* Otherwise, threeand five sites,

ively, perform less well than would be expected without the

progr
\'

In th

diffe side

affective domain,
\\ .

ly. While both

he o4tcomes-'seen in Models C and D

odels c-add D show at least four

sites wh re th ollow Through chil en nIterform better than would be

expected on the persmith test of selfr-esteem, only Model D shows

on the 11
ntellectIlal Achievementany material and significantteffect

Responsibility Scale (TARS), a measure of the extent to which children

take responsibility for themSelves or fttribute their successes to the

operation of internal or external forces. In the case of Model D,

(Figure 12) site 006 performs better Vian expected on the TARS (+), and

site 087 performs less well than would be expected.. On the acceptance

of responsibility for negative events, as noted by 'TARS( -), in four

sites Model D's Follow Through children performed better than would be

expected. Only One site, 089, performs less well than would be

expected.

In summary, both Models C and D appear to be achieving some

of their intended goals, at least in Reading and math. (Model 's

Lang

7
age goal is not include in this analysis.) However, M

Sp lling goal does not appear to be met. While Model D's

el D's

al for

Increased social perforthance and behavioral growth is n assessed

directly, there are indications that the children are rerforming better

than would be expected in thesd areas.
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1

When we change the criteria to the legal definitidn of educatiopa.

disadvantage, i.e., performance which is one or more years. below grade

level, an additional peripective is added to Our analysis.. Convgrsipn
Af

to MAT national riorms shown in Figure Il revaals.that'all sites in.

Model C,are performing g-above the legal criterion of educatIonal"

disadvantage in math, Reading, and soelling at the end Of third grade.

For Model D (Figure 12) we see that, with One minor exception (site 089

math norm), all sites are also performing aboye the legal Criterion.

Since entry level is not controlled, it is problematic whether third'

grade MAT norm performance is attributable to treatment. However; while

4

the pattern of effects for Model C appears to corielate.with the soci!o-

econoMic disadvantage of the site (as Figure .11 shows)
, this is not the

case WEth Sponsor D (Figure 12). Here, most of the Follow Through sues

are in the lowest income category (less than $4,700) but the grade
, !

equiva ents of the Chilldren are still at Pr neat grade level.

Ta summarize, it appears that both behaviorally structured

apprdaches are successful in 1 meeting' their goals. This is demonStrated

by t4e fact that Follow Thro gh children p1 many sites perform better
'I

1

thanlexpected without the '.:k-f)gram in the basiC skills of Reading' and

'Math, and in the socio-emotiional domain measured by the Cooperdmith.

In addition the FT children'in Model D perform better than Model CIS '

children on the TARS (7) ih particular. This seems to indicate that the

approach taken by Model D has generated within the children the recognition

that_they can take responsibility for both positive and negative events.

Model Cs and D's programs appear to differ-primarily in the degree of
indiVidualication of instriactlon: They also differ in the type of

children they serve, with Mode1,0-children being considerably more

disadvantaged. Since both models-appear to meet most of their goals,

it appears that the behaviorally structured appg.ach is generally

successful with disadvantaged children. Beyond -t, however, a high

degree of individualization within a structured odel may be particularly

appropriate for severely disadvantaged children Hence we conclude from the

outcomes measured that the behaviorally st ctured.approaches
$
are

generally appropriate models for mpend tory education, and that while a

group instructional approach may be appropriate for a moderately disad-

vantaged group, individualization of instruction may be necessary for a

severely disadvantaged group.
34
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. . .Figure 11

Grade Equivalents fngi Standardized Test Scores on MAT Subtests
(Reading, Math, and Spelling) with Income Levels for,.

COHORT It Sites in Sponsor
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OPEN CLASSROOMt CURRICULAR MODELS IN PROJE.63T For,Low THROUGH
. ,

V

'Wahcy Ades

Abt.AssOciates Inc.
*556Nneeler Street

.ambridge, Mass. 02138_

'Overview'of,the'OpenClassroom Models
, .

..
.

.

, ,
v.

.... 4
. 1

'.The Open Classroom models share a psychodynamic,theary of learning.

Their,primary emphasis'on the developmeht of "health?" indiVidUals with '#
.,

,'positive' self-images and sound interpers nal relationships. The learning '

,environment iS flexibl

;determination. I

' . ' 1- .

' The, Ope Crabs
I

pnilosophy and appro.ic

which they see aaesSe tial for the optimal development of the "whole"

dhild,,these'skitrs are:seen as secondary in impo4tance to a "healthy"
1

.

sense of self an a pbs3tive attitude toward learning.l.' The latter so4o;
1

L

!

t

emotional goals are seen as prerequisites for the former. Furthermoreth'4',

t

Open ,Classroom models favor an unstructured( environment in which' both ,

and supportive o
^.1

6

interpersonl freedom and self-.

om Models diffr from the Behavioral models in both
I

While the Open models value acidedic skill's,

,

te4,cher and child have a

with the, Behaviorist Model

determined, specific obje

follows the children's in

fully sequenced.

reat deal cfpersonal freedom,

erects and explorations. This

s in which teacher and student beh

ctives are delineated and instluct'on

and the curriogpra.

contrasts shta-41Y
1 ; 4'

4rs: are ,pre-

Care-

r
! ,

' ,,It is more difficdlt to distinguish between the./OpeniCiasproom and
.

the Cognitive Development models, The philosophical differende between

these/approaches is not fundamental and several'FOIldw Through models could
,

1
,

be classified in either approach. Both approaches -value the development of

N\ P

7

oblem=solving skills as well as sodio -emotional competencies: For the

en Classroom models, however, affective developmeAt.is perceived as the
e °

primary objectie. For the Cognitive DeveloPmeni:mod IS, the reverse is

true.,

For the. peiposes of this symposium, we have.categoriZed two, of the',

Follow Through model as exemplifying the Open Classroom currImular ap-

proach. we have: labeled them E. and F. Although both exemplify the Open

37
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approach- to education, there are differences between-the-models in theoreti-
.

cal.drigin, apptoach,to'edUcational innovation. and change, content area

emphasis, and curriculum offerings. There are also differences in eadh

Modeltssapproach t;) structuring the learning environment.

MOdel_Ejs based on 50 years of experience in providing educatiOn

programs for young childrdn.. This model, which is designed to develop don-
!

. c

structive,' ccInfident, Productive and.'-coping human bein s, attempts to.

devekop the "whole" hild. ,A te cher training,prograM rimarily, the model.
1 ,

. 1

eekS to reaCh-its' jec4ves th oagh,improving.the q6allity of teaching,

eachers aregainedto'use,diag ostic tools' to analYbe child behavior,
1

...

,
- . ! 'i

I
\

arrange then4Ocia). m lieu 'of theClassroOm, and provide instruction in
.

ccordancewi nth indivAdual learning needs. Teachersare given insights into

how oenlianCe the capacity to probe," reason, and express feelings. A wide

iL, a,liari ty of materials s available for thiodel, including l
-,

or s m nc ng anguag arts

and\S dial studies programs. The social studies curr alum is desi ned to
..

\pnhan e interpersonal sk1lls and develop ltural aw ness.

Model F has its roots in the Briti IvInfant 5 ool approach o edu-

Cation'i, .711 Primary objective of thj.s mod 1 is creati4 a flexible, open,

suppor ive nvironment in which the Child's ability to learn is fost red by

ithe ed datiopal setting. 'Since tfie'model does not identify 'a single way 'of
. 1

1
li

teaching children, a unique, set df objectives, or a common set of materials,'

11

i, 1 '
teachingLbe4viors, classroom environments,' and materials vary widely. 'vii ors,

I " __-

f'

Ihterest a easlare an important aspect of the learning environment in which

children are'free to explore, to choose, and to manipulate.
,

Sample

The sample children for,all analyses reported here are Cohort II

children, who have been in the Follow Through program from the beginning

of kindergarten through the end of third grade. Six sites are included in

/
the analysis for Model E. Four of these sites are large,or medium-sized

cities in the Northeast, one is a small,Northeastern community, and one is
,

a medium -sized Southern community. Across all sites, children in this Model
1

.

ake slightly below the Follow Through average'on kindergarten entry ecomes,

although they'come from families with incomes slightly above the FT average.

They do not differ-significantly frbm the F61low Through group as a whole
. \ .'.,; .

1,

r ,

.'. .

;rY
',.

Aerms of presCh061--experience or ethnic status.'

,..,

., \,, ,.

, , `. 'ce,

'38,
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There is great variability among Mode). E'S sites however. One, site

is well aboVb average on family income and entering kindergarten scores.

Mothers in this site.are better educated than the average for mother's of

Follow Through children, and there are fewer femal heads of households.
. ...1

One_site is Well below av rage on' both family inc ah.dentering achieve-
..

m nt. The fOur other.sit s are Ipwon pretest sc res bu not on fami y in-
.

,

c :. Ethnically,
1

the sites vary from 100 percen White) to 11 perce t

B k.

Included iin.the anrlysis of MOdel F are
1

,

large cit,i6s and the,otherha medium-sized c
\

ea t or NOrthcintral region of the United State

i
participati7 in this model; were vill\ belo

,1
,

in achievement upon ent.41, to kih4er4ar erii,. de

Yli attended prescholol. 1Family income doss

ve age. One red Of the!c

Model F's%site

fly income.

tet sC res, one is fa

's3ttes
1

above averag

vary somewhat on

t s are Clote lo

elow average. 'Ont median family inco

rep sites. Of these

ty?.. All'are i4 the :No

. Across all Sites, c

the Follow`'kThrd gh ave

pite the fact that

sites is slightly

ren are Black.

entry achievement s

ollow Through average

e,'the latter below:

Teacher Reports as Indicators of Program Implementation

The data'in EigiireS 13 and 14 illuitrate//the,extent to which the
ti

teachers in each of the sites for these models characterized thgir class-.

two

th-
ild-

ge

percent

tuts 'and

Pt16-

g, t elformer

rooms 'as:

1. Teacher centered versus centered,

2. Flexibly structured versus inflexibly structured;

3. IndiVidualized versus ,group- oriented; end t.

4. Academically versus sdcio-emotionally oriented.,

They also display teacher's SatiAaction with the model.

Model E's sites can be described as child-centered and flexi le in
nature --- although there is some variability among sites asito degre .

Five of the six sites in this model are above average on individualiiation

of inSruction, while one is below. Sites are mixed in terms of their

7 academic\versus''emotiona). emphasis. Teachers in two sites favor academic'
. .

objective:S;, teachers in another two favor emotional development;` and

teachers'in\t e other two show little preference. Finally,

39
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Figurp 13
Indi tions of ImplementatiOn From Teacher Questionnaire Clusters.,',

for Sponsor E 1
Psychodynamic Approach
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Figure 14 r

Indications of I mplemen tation'Froin the Teacher Questionnaire Clusters
for Sponsor F

Psychodynamic Approach
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satisf

relit to teachers in oi.her
,

'tes, t GT(relatively dissatisfied, and the

o neither satisfied nor ssatisf ed.
1.

7'
Model F has two r hich a e more chi4 centered, flexible' and

/

iidividualized than most ot Folio Thiough sites, according to teacher,
---

r

.deports. The third is also child centered and flexible, but reports an

[
I

Lerage'aegree of individu ization. Two of the three sites emphasile
i

ction with the model varies widely with one site extremely satisfied

emotional rather than academic development; the third shows no clear

preference. All three sites report above average satisfaction with the

sponsor.

Overall, then, one could say that teacher reportareflect the

'models' educational philosophy and-approach. Most variability issiagp in

the area of goals, with some teachers in both models reporting that their

Primary emphasis was on the development of emotional growth and others re-

porting that their primary, focus was on the promotion of academic competen-

cies.

This inconsistency in goal statements may reflect varying degress

of implementation of the models, with some sites embracing the socio-

emotional goals of the psychodynamic approach, and others preferring the

traditional academic goals of the primary school program. Or it might re-

flect the philosophy of the approach itself. In foCusing on the "whole"

child, developing basic skills, problem-solving abilitiess and personal-

social skills are seen as intertwined.

Interpretation of\Currrcular Impact on Child Outcomes
4

Considerinq next child outcomes at the end of third ,grade, we

examine curricularleffects_from two sets of data first the contrasts of

the Follow Throughgroups with the pooled non-Follow Through group, and

. second the-control of the FT goups with the national achievemen norm.a:,

As can be been in Figure 15, Model E's effects vary by OutCome.and
11

by site. On the Raven's Progressive Matrices test, two of the six sites:

performedetter than would have been expected without treatment and only

one performaebelow'the expected level,- In contrast-T-6.4 of the sites

tiebelow' tille_expected leysI on the MAT Spelling outcome measure.
r

.

Effects 1n Reading and Math varied, w4t1f,sites performing-abOve, &low, and
---

--
,,-,J.

near enecte levels. Finally, ..os,43.ve effects were found in one affective
',:-
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area. Four of the sites had a positive impact on self-esteem a measured

by the Q,bopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory,,and the dther two sites scored

at expedted levels.. On the internalization' ofresponsibility-for success

measure, however, children in one site performed lower than would have been

expected without treatment, and the others at expected levels. On the

internalization of responsibility for failure measure, two sites performed

below expected levels.'

There is no clear pattern visible relating teacher reports and

child outcomes for this model.

Turning to Figure 16, one can see that children participating in

Model F performed at or beloi, what would havelbeemexpected without treat-

Pent on. all outcome measures.

To summarize the comparison of the Open or Psychodynamic curricular

models with the pooled non-EollotV Through group, we can make the following

generalizations:
ti .

In the cognitive and'affective domaihs, these models do
not produ similar effects. One model produces fairly
consisten positive effects on the Rave's Progressive
Matrices Test -and the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory.
The other consistently does not.'

r

As for the academic area,',there is variability between
'models and among sites. One model generally performs
lower than expected in this domain and the other'pei-,
forms above expected levels,n a limited number oceites.

The ,results of the regression ,analysis provide estimates of a

model's performance compared to'what would be expected without treatment.

In contrast, grade, equivalent scores provide -information on the status of
; 0

the Follow Through sites relative to the national norm group at the end

of the children's tenure in the Follow Through program. bf coUrse?" the
c

-44: national norm group, is a far less disadvantaged group. Follow Through

students geneplly would.be-expected.to perform Well below this grouP
/, ---r-

without treatment. To the, :tent thgtJpr children are at or near grade ,

level at the end of third grads, F011ow Through mightI)e said to behaving
, .

,

some impact. Also, ifFT appears
1 .

between income end acievement.

Aran be seen in Figure 17, Mdde

beow grade level, two' sites less

to interrupt the strong relationshiN1

Mien FYmay beeaid to be having an effect.

1 rhas two sites, one-half year or less

than one sear below grade revel, and

two more.sites more.than one year below grade level. Thus in four of the.

4v
44 .
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'Figure 16

Sponsor Effects on Seven Third Grade
Tests, Expressed in Standard Deviation

Units of Raw Score, For Sponsor F
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Figure 17
Grade Equivalents and Standardized Test Scores on MAT Subtests

(Reading, Math, and Soefling) with Income Levels for
COHORT II Sites in Sponsor E

Psychodynamic Approach
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six sites children in this model would not be c assified as legally dis-
.

advantaged. Since one of these sites is also re atively poor in median

income, FO'llow Throughalayhe said to be having a articularly strong im-

pact in this site. *I

In contrast, Figure 18 reveals that Model F h s two of its three'

3

sites performing one or more years -below grade level. The other site is

more than one year below grade level on one of the outc e measures, less

than one year below on the other two. Figure 18c also sho s that there is

a correspondence between grade level performance and site mean income.

-act_gxidence in these data that Model F has d rupted the

poverty/achievemen se sites.

Qualitative Assessment of Curricular Impact

Comparisons with either a pooled non-Follow Through grou or a

national norm group are by nature sensitive to the differences between the

Follow Through and comparison groups and the nature of the FT group itself.

tment ef-These and other factors often make it difficult to separate

fects fr m experimental error. The power of our tests is such that effects

must be quite large to be observed. If we ig for a moment the size of

the effests, and examine o ly the Pattern''or ordering of effects across
---z-.

domains, we find a somewhat stri attern (see Table 1)' -s,.

_.........-
--, -

The Open apprpn-Appe to have its greate effects in the af-
----7L-

i

fecti -in, particular y in the area of self-esteem. It haTzbntt
---------:

strongest effects in-the problem-solving area.' Its weakest-effects_are in
i -----

Spelling,'a somewhat rote learning task. 5k /

--------------.___
An

As pointed out in the introduction of this paper, it is difficult
.... ,

to separate the Open or Psychodynamic approach from the Clognitive Discovery

approaCh. Both value an open, manipulative environment in WM h children

are encouraged to learn how to learn. This philosophicalclosness is

clearly reflected in the results for this approach -- the strongest treat-

,fects appear to be in the cognitive and affective areas.
P
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Figyre 18
Grade Equivalents and' Standardized Test Scores on"MAT-S Igests

7...---(Reading, Math, and Spelling) with Income Lai/els for
COHORT II Sites in Sponsor F

Psychodynimic Approach
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